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About This Game

NC TD 2 is a fun and innovation Tower Defense game based in the near future. Featuring more than 30 different enemy units
types spread over 22 well crafted levels and with 20 different towers to chose from. You can challenge yourself on the normal
difficulty setting or just enjoy the ride on easy. If you think you are a Tower Defense legend give the very hard setting a try it

will test your skills to their limits.
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The most interesting reimagening of the Arkanoid formula. Suck and blow physics are the main mechanics added that allow you
extra control over the ball and bricks. Various powerups and different types of bricks are present. Levels can change orientation
and overall arena shape (rectangle, circular), and even boss battles are in. An excellent soundtrack and visual style accompany to
make this the best newest incarnation of the brick breaking game I've played. Not just a clone.. This game has kept me on my
toess and has challenged me to my very peak. I managed to extend my powers of puzzle solving just like in the Frictional Games
... games. I love how it turned out and i can't wait to play more.. This game is amazing, single handedly the best indie bit shooter.
If you want some satisfing kills and some thrill, check this game out! Also is you want a gmae that can run on any computer and
is still very fun and satisying you've come to the correct place :)..... And p.s. I myself got this game the first day of release.
AMAZING I love it and im sure you will too.. Wow. Wow, wow, wow. For this price, I have never played a game with this
much quality. The 3D graphics are stunning and are sometimes not seen in games worth $5 or more. Again, the game is worth
buying just for its quality. Not to mention the control screen is as easy as pressing a button. The game is as simple as that, too!
However, we haven't even gotten to the actual game yet.

So, what is the game, you ask?

This game has 4 different modes with 7 total variations total. Arena and Trails are free-for-all modes, Blizzard and Multiball are
team modes, and Arena, Trails, and Blizzard have practice variations. For every mode, there are 7-8 maps you can play on. On
these map, there are circles of various sizes and location through it. After you select your button, you can press the button when
in the circles to go around them in an orbit (hence "orbits" in the title). When you press your button outside the circle, you dash
forward, which can be beneficial or hurtful, depending on the mode. You can always tell the direction of your character by
looking at where the arow points. It never breaks physics, but it is helpful for when you have a lot of characters on the screen,
and a small bit of color isn't enough to keep your eye focused. In addition, there are modifications for the four multiplayer
modes, giving you flexibility and countless arangements of fun! Lastly, if you are in a circle and an opponent or sphere hits you,
your orbit will break unless you hit your button immediately afterwards. Alright, let's go on to the modes!

First, we will begin with Arena, which is probably what could be considered the basic mode. You have to direct your character
towards various white spheres. When you hit one, every other player cannot hit them or thy die. The same goes for you if you
hit an opponent's sphere. It is possible to change the color of spheres around you if you hit a big open circle. However, these are
really uncommon, aren't seen until later in the game, and only have a certain radius from which all the spheres will become your
color. It's a relatively simple mode. (*_* )

Secondly, we have Trails. In this mode, you have to pick up white spheres like before, but this time, they extend off of you wen
you pick them up. You become a big snake, and you have to use your sphere segments to kill the opponent; hitting head-to-head
with your opponent bounces the two players off one another. There are big open circles in this mode, too. In this mode, they
steal any nearby white spheres or segments from other players and adds them to your length. The game functions on a first-to-
five basis: First player to five wins... wins!

Thirdly, we have Blizzard. Blizzard is different from other modes because it has a solid line down the middle, preventing you to
leave your half. On the black line lie two spheres which can be hit from either side. The objective is to hit the white spheres into
the goal on the other side. However, players can send spheres your way, too. You can defend by touching the colored spheres
that head towards your goal. If you or an opponent miss, it is probable a goal will be scored. When a goal is scored, a line of the
goal is taken away, making it tougher for that team to hit into it. It keeps the game balanced and exciting the entire time and
gives the team that's down a chance to come back. It's also important to know that spheres hit out of the middle never despawn,
but turn white after a goal is scored. This results in the screen being filled with madness come late game if you don't play your
cards right!

Lastly, we have Multiball. Multiball is like easy-mode Blizzard. There is no black line, so players can move throughout the map.
You still defend and score in the same ways. However, there are some big changes. Goals are circular and don't take up the
entire edge, so it is a little harder to score. You can hit your colored sphere into your goal, but it will not count against you and
the sphere will rest in the middle. Lastly, an open circle spawns in the middle when two white spheres are present, making it so a
team could quickly posses both of them from the outset.

Though there are practice versions of Arena, Trails, and Blizzard, they are based on endurance and a lot less fun then the actual
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game. If you have a friend, play the real game, not practice.

This game gives remarkable value for $1.99. I am thouroughly impressed with what was accomplished with this game. It will be
tough to find a great game like this for under $10, and I'm being serious here. I cannot thank the developers enough for making
this, as my friends and I have had countless great moments with this game, with more coming long into the future. Dev(s), I love
you. <3. kimea young man singh

game teek aa yaar,,, bahut vadia, bhai ji

ai game perfect nahi aa

ek gaal samjhao yaar, game 4:3 da aspect ratio necessary aa? ma game kidhna,, 16:9 da vich ma kidhna

challo koi naa, game masaaki, good devlopmnt,,

8\/10

WJKK WJKF

EDIT:
game is 16:9 now,,,,. dev is a criminal 
https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/games\/797090\/announcements\/detail\/1795154265374413713
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this game is great but there is lot of work to be done for the game as is right now. it is still playable an when you strat makeing
our team looking for that one montser to keep going an it make u try new way to use your monster team.

8\\10 id say. Love the OST's and I'am glad to provide some further support to Pathea for such an awesome game.

To bad they didn't include the Kickstarter Soundtracks (I really loved the original first battle OST and was somewhat
disappointed after they changed it to the new OST. Hoped to at least see it in the DLC...). Needs a stronger focus on waifus.

Another nice feature often lacking in these budget JRPG's and lacking here as well, is for the combat menus to remember your
input from the previous round, and for you to be able to hold down the button to get through repetitive combat a little more
comfortably.

The game also loses points for having an easy mode, and it is VERY easy, because \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 games
journalists thats why.

Pass.. A free 30 minute game about life after death. You find yourself working for Charon collecting tickets off customers
onboard as the ferry crosses the river styx. As you meet the handful of passengers on board you begin to realise two things. First
that there may be a connection to everyone on board and second you don't exactly know who you are. Eventually all questions
are answered through a well developed script and your given a choice at the end to 'return' or 'move on'. Strangely it is at this
point that you begin to realise that life might be too painful and death may be the better option.

The Developers... http:\/\/www.portofcallgame.com\/about-us\/. TL:DR: Good soundtrack, fun game play, controller support,
would be better with full multiplayer integration.
Kind of reminds me of the old Sega Genesis game: Combat Cars.

First Impression Gameplay: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=or6hM-sqz2o

I picked this game up based on the awesome trailer. Glad I did, because the game is quite fun.
You're basically the getaway driver, transporting goonies from heist location to hideout.

Controlling the vehicle while shooting at the cops is difficult to execute, but rewarding when you clear the majority off your tail.
I feel that full multiplayer integration would have made this game a bit better. Imagine having 4 or 5 friends sitting in the van,
all shooting out while one guy drives.

The art-style reminds me of hotline Miami a bit, with VHS lines and blurring. It adds to the whole 70's heist feel, and I like it.
The soundtrack is awesome and fits the game perfectly.

Gameplay does feel slightly repetitive at times, while your main objective to consistently drive from heist to hideout, then heist
to hideout, etc. Again, full multiplayer would remedy this, especially if there was cops vs. robbers PvP.

All in all, the game is fun and worth picking up.. Just because it still seems to be an issue with Negative Reviews.

Great Items but their use depends on your Play Style

In the First Bunker at that Very Beginning of the Game, The Items are in the Trunk.. This is an... interesting experiment. And
by that, I mean this seems like someone's first attempt at making one of these games, and they seem to have done adequate. The
plot is a bit contrived, but decent enough. Through a bit of comedic timing, you William, are turned into a girl because your
boss\/friend decided to insult a witch... who turned him into a butterfly. Note: You said nothing to the witch for good or ill...

Now you seek a way to turn yourself back... while also changing the world... because that's the way things are done.

Will you succeed? Probably. But it will be fun while you try!. Im surprised that i enjoyed this game like i did. I really enjoy it
and recommend it.. 10\/10 Gameplay. Towards the end of Hopiko I was beginning to get more and more of a Dustforce vibe.
Luckily Hopiko never quite reached the level of insane platforming difficulty Dustforce did towards its end. But I did enjoy the
sheer amount precision and speed this game required.
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Hopiko offers 5 worls to traverse through wherein each proceeding world increases in challenge. Small tweaks are made to the
gameplay to keep each world feeling less like the previous. However, by the time World 4 is reached this dries up.

 One aspect of the game that some may find a bother is in worlds 4-5 there's about a half second of leeway time to figure out the
layout and timing of a given level before an untimely game over. This creates the hassle of having to complete all proceeding
levels (which are in groups of 5) before getting a chance to learn the succeeding level. This doesn't happen horribly alot but still
enough to be a bother.
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